
ACRL Literatures in English Section (LES) Membership Committee  

Annual Conference 2009 Meeting – Chicago  

July 13 | 8-10am 

 

Present: 

Nancy Foasberg | Queens College | nfoasberg@qc.cuny.edu   

Jaena Hollingsworth, Acting Chair | IUPUI | hollingj@iupui.edu 

David Oberhelman  | Oklahoma State University | d.oberhelman@okstate.edu 

Lynda Tolly  | UCLA |  ltolly@gmail.com   

Tammy Voelker  |  Kent State University  |  tvoelker@kent.edu 

Alex Watson | Ole Miss | apwatson@olemiss.edu  

 

Agenda Item 1:  Current Membership Statistics 
 

 May 2009 – 598 members 

 May 2008 – 636 members (-5.97% change) 

Loss of membership might be result of economy and less professional development funding.  The 
ongoing goal is to get more active members (members who actually participate and get involved).   

Agenda Item 2:  Review of Conference Buddies Effort 

 Feedback from participants (Jaena and Tammy) 

 Over 100 letters sent; two participants – worth it? 
 
100 emails were sent out (individualized emails sent directly to new members), but only 2 people 
wanted conference buddies.  Alex commented that he didn’t receive an email because he is not officially 
a new member but that, as a relatively new member, he would have liked to have received the offer for 
a conference buddy.  The committee agreed that some people who aren’t officially new might have 
wanted a buddy, so should emails be extended to the entire ListServ because there might be some 
people who have been members for a while and haven’t been very active that might be interested in 
buddies?  Committee members agreed that invitation for buddies should be expanded and opened up a 
little to include relatively new people. 
 
Also, committee discussed buddy programs in other sections.  Do they have successful buddies 
programs, and if so, how are their buddy programs organized?  Do these other sections mostly just have 
soirees rather than a structured buddy system?  Membership committee needs to check with 
counterpart committees that are similar in terms of types of membership and libraries (such as WEES). 
 
Committee would like to get information on how many of the 100 emailed actually attended the 
conference.  Where can we obtain this information? 
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Committee also discussed obtaining informal feedback from those who participated about how uselful it 
was to have a buddy at this conference.  It was suggested that Elizabeth could send out an email for 
input. 
 
Action Items:   

 Jeana will send Elizabeth email about getting feedback. 

 Jeana will ask Elizabeth about where the list came from and try to see if we can figure out who 
from the list of 100 came to ALA. 

 David will send a message to the chairs of membership committees for WEES, RBES, SEES, 
Women’s Studies to get information to see if they have some kind of buddy system. 

 
Agenda Item 3:  Review of General Membership Forum 

 Number of participants, feedback 
 
Instead of the typical discussion at the General Membership Forum, the Membership Committee had 
games to play, including taboo, scrabble, trivia, etc.  It appeared that one table was engaged and 
enjoyed the game while the other table seemed reluctant.  Perhaps the reluctance was a result of 
different expectations.  Tammy was at the table that seemed to display some reluctance.  Alex was at 
the bookology table and enjoyed it. 
 
It was suggested that it might be better to split the difference a bit more – start out with general 
business and discussion and then have games, or perhaps even save the games for the social hour 
instead.  Since games need to be used appropriately, it was agreed that probably won’t do the games 
again at the General Membership Forum again, at least not for a while, but maybe at social hour. 
 
Outcome:  Interesting experiment but not something that will be done regularly.  Next time make sure 
there are some informational summaries about LES and what’s happening (general overview) to meet 
expectations of attendees.     
 
Agenda Item 4:  Planning for 2010 Midwinter Conference in Boston 

 Topic for Membership Forum discussion. Ideas? 
 
Brainstorming included the agreement to still keep something fun included, but something a bit less 
structured than board games, maybe something like trivia teams.  First discuss business, then half hour 
of something else fun/interesting.    As Midwinter should be more substantive content and as social 
hour is usually a few hours afterwards, save fun activities such as games for social hour.  Perhaps instead 
of games, the second half could be used to as sharing time, such as sharing a favorite handout or share 
multi-media use (a swap).  Members committee would bringing in material(s) for a show and share 
activity.  The last couple of years, the sort of topics that have been covered in this sort of activity have 
included instruction, lesson plans, how to get students engaged, etc.  For next year, it was discussed to 
do something focusing on faculty interaction, such as tips for how to engage faculty – success stories 
(perhaps from an embedded librarian).  Share tips for others to take to their own faculty.  It was 
discussed that the challenge of engaging adjuncts (discussion about supporting part-time faculty or 
adjuncts) would be an appropriate focus for this type of sharing session. 
 
Outcome:  After discussing matters of LES business, have a discussion or show and share session on 
supporting faculty in tough economic times, such as examples of working with lecturers. 

 



Agenda Item 5:  Ideas tabled from Midwinter 
 

 Updating/expanding LES Directory of Librarians on LES wiki  
i. Mockup:  http://emp17.pbworks.com/LES-Directory   

ii. sample entry:  http://emp17.pbworks.com/Peterson%2C-Elizabeth  

 Develop a follow-up survey for dropped members 
 
Directory wiki currently in beta.  Haven’t conducted outreach to members yet because still trying to 
finalize format, but outreach will probably be part of welcome letter to new members to fill out wiki 
entry and will probably also include message sent out to general list.  Currently Aline runs the accounts, 
but will there be a template so that members can add themselves? 
 
Outcome:  Make directory wiki more available to members to self-update when no longer in beta.  If 
membership and publication committees approve the current template, it is about ready to open it up 
to the membership. 
 
The committee discussed developing a survey for dropped members.  Can probably use a free product 
such as Survey Monkey.  If necessary, can break the survey up into sub sets (survey A for people who 
have dropped within the last year, survey B for people who have dropped in last x years…)  Do we have 
this data and how far back does it go?  Probably would be easiest to compare last year’s members with 
this year’s.  As a pilot, try a survey with dropped members from last year.  Try to ascertain if reasons are 
connection with the section, budgetary issues, change of job, etc.  In the future, might also consider 
expanding and doing some sort of survey for members who are current but not active. 
 
Action items:   

 Lynda will see if she still has her “why did you drop” survey solicitation from another section. 

 David will include a question about if they have an exit survey when he contacts other section 
heads re buddy programs. 

 David & Lynda will see what they find out and will look for some possible questions.  They will 
submit these tentative draft survey questions to committee via email. 

 Deadline for making draft of survey: should be ready to go for midwinter, so send out draft 
questions by August 17th (a month from date of meeting) 

 
Agenda Item 6:  New Business/Ideas for the future 

 
Virtual meetings at midwinter have not yet been discussed, so assuming members still need to attend 
midwinter.  Also, since some of us only get support if we have a required meeting, virtual meetings 
might take away some of our travel funding justification. 
 
We need to find out what information can be harvested from ALA (establish a statistical baseline) and be 
sure to keep it somewhere to pass from chair to chair. 
 
Membership committee meeting adjourned so that members could join in a discussion with publication 
committee regarding wiki and facebook presence. 
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Combined discussion with Publications Committee: 
 
First Issue:  Directory Wiki 
 
A link to the directory was sent out to publications & membership committees for beta testing.  The goal 
of trying to make a template for members to input their own information required the directory to be 
editable.  The third version seems to be editable.  A comment was made that some fields need to be 
trimmed down and combined.  Everyone who had tried it found it easy.  Discussed how “expertise” 
category was taken away to make it less formal.  Some format decisions were made for the purpose of 
searching.  The category ivolving availability to writer letters for tenure status proved to be a hot-button 
topic so needs to be revisited. 
 
A question raised about possibly moving to ALA Connect.  Has anyone looked into ALA Connect to see if 
it accomplishes what we need the wiki to do.  Vince did not feel ALA Connect would meet our needs, so 
pbwiki seemed a better choice.  However, the Executive Committee needs to commit $100 per year 
because it might be hard to transfer data if the Executive Committee decides not to pay the fee going 
forward.  Want to be careful not to put a lot of work into something and it folds for some reason. 
 
Once the wiki is advertised to the LES membership, there will be flurry of authorizations from requests 
to join.  Going forward, the wiki will have many more writers due to the self-updates aspect of a wiki, so 
can certain articles be locked down.   
 
Outcomes:  Make sure there is a commitment to the fee.  Follow up on authorization question.  Three 
committees worth of input a good sample set.  Category of “available for letters for tenure status” has 
proven to be a hot-button topic so worth membership taking a look at (it was decided to have looser 
category/language about this question, but need to revisit). 
 
Second Issue:  Facebook 
 
Need to consider the fact that it is a publication and don’t want it forgotten.  Publications committee 
wants all publications connected, so no matter where you are as LES member, need to be able to get to 
other publications, so what are the connections/links betweent Facebook, blog, website.  Discussed 
adding a member of publications committee as an administrator. 
 
Publications committee hopes to change website design with a sidebar connection to the volunteer 
form (the local page rather than the ACRL form).  Since volunteering is a big issue, the LES committees 
need access to information abut interest from members.  New members need to be told to fill out the 
ACRL form but also email the chair elect directly as well.   
 


